MT. TON OF FUN PLAYGROUND

The Mt. Ton of Fun Playground is the vision of a group of Leadership Tomorrow Citizens who presented this project as a solution to ‘make a difference in Sevier County’. This Leadership Tomorrow group took their challenge to the next level forming a 501-C3 non-profit organization, and began raising funds and working with the City of Sevierville to replace the aging original Mt. Ton of Fun Playground with a new modern inclusive playground that is designed for fun for everyone.

Multi-generational equipment for both adults and children of all abilities is designed to stimulate interest, excitement and inclusive play at every turn.

Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground equipment in the world. The employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that encourage kids of all ages and abilities to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and empathy through play. Landscape Structures pushes the limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no limit to what they can do today and in the future. For a better tomorrow, we play today.
PHASE 1 & 2 — COMPLETE!!!

1. Lunar Blast®, Net Climber w/Shade & Outriggers Navigate through a maze of interwoven climbing cables while protected from the sun’s UV rays and heat
2. Roller Table™ Encourages rolling on all sides while providing deep-muscle pressure and a fun upper-body workout.
3. OmniSpin® Spinner High back spinner that stimulates the vestibular system and encourages interactive social play.
4. HealthBeat® Fitness Equipment Multigenerational workout stations targeting muscle strength, cardiovascular health and balance flexibility for ages 13+
5. We-saw™ 4 seats and a center platform encourage collaborative play and teamwork
6. Playground Grass Safety Surfacing Allows easy access around the playground
7. CoolToppers® and Skyways® Shade Designed to block up to 97% of UV rays and keep playground temperatures up to 30-degrees cooler
8. Sensory Play Center® Activities that engage the senses and encourage cooperation and exploration of various textures and shapes.
9. Topsy-Turny® Spinner A fun way for lots of kids to spin together and gain vestibular stimulation.
10. Covered Bridge Honoring past and present sponsors of Mt. Ton of Fun!
11. Smart Play®: Motion 16 activities packed into one fun structure just for 2-5 year olds!

PHASE 3 — COMING SOON!

12. Custom Play Structure Features ramps for wheelchair access and lots of inclusive play components.
13. Oodle® Swing Multi-user swing to experience motion in a variety of positions and speeds
14. Belt swings and harness swings Fun motion for everyone
15. Cozy Dome® A place to escape the hustle and bustle of a busy playground or socialize together
16. Sway Fun® The first truly inclusive glider with room for two wheelchair passengers along with others, and enables riders to control the tempo.
17. Log Crawl Tunnel & Log Steppers Nature-inspired look and feel promotes exploration and discovery
18. Mile High Slides!